ABSTRACT: A model of the electric environment of the mesoscale convective system (MCS) taking into account the multi-layer structure and appropriate horizontal scales of the MCS regions is elaborated. The charge separation processes inside the MCS are modeled by a system of layers of external current. The location and parameters of the layers are determined based on the electric field profiles measured inside the MCS. The calculations clearly reveal the peculiarities of the MCS electric environment as compared to an isolated thunderstorm, which are associated mainly with the difference of their lateral scales. Large horizontal extent ensures a more effective coupling of the MCS to the ionosphere and its close association to sprite occurrence. The elaborated model determines the electric field and current inside and in the vicinity of a stationary MCS as well as the net vertical current above the thunderclouds. It has been found that MCSs can serve either as effective generators in the global circuit or as dischargers of it, depending on the polarity, magnitude and thickness of the layers of external current.
INTRODUCTION
In the last century, a number of analytical and numerical models were suggested to describe the interaction of a thunderstorm with the global electrical environment (see, for example, [Tzur and Roble, 1985] and references therein). These models are different in terms of the atmospheric conductivity profile and the magnetic field structure, but all of them modeled the thunderstorm generators using very simplistic configurations either of current sources (monopole or dipole) or of charge regions (dipole). In addition, thunderstorms were modeled assuming that they have a horizontal scale much smaller than the height of the atmosphere up to the ionosphere. However, recent studies [Stolzenburg et al., 1998(a) , (b)] show that thunderstorms of all sizes typically have a charge structure of 4 or more charge regions, so that modeling real thunderstorms requires a more complex set of current sources than used previously. Furthermore, the large thunderstorm formations called mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) have horizontal scales much larger than typical air-mass thunderstorms. One of the basic features of the MCS is the presence of a vast region of stratiform precipitation with significant horizontal layers of charge extending 150 km or more [Stolzenburg et al., 2001] . This horizontal charge scale is ten times the scale of individual thunderstorms and almost twice the height between the ground and the ionosphere. Because of the large horizontal extent of the stratiform charge regions it is likely, first, that they dominate the electrical interaction of MCS in the global electric circuit and, second, that they make an MCS substantially more important than a typical thunderstorm in the global circuit. A considerable part of this paper will be devoted to exploring these two theses.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
The results of balloon soundings and radar measurements of electric field, air motion, and other meteorological parameters in MCSs make it possible to recognize a few regions with different multi-layer electric structures: the convective region, the transition zone, and the stratiform precipitation region. Different charge particle sources and air flow patterns (convective or advective winds or turbulent mixing) in MCS regions lead to significant diversity of their electric structures. Nevertheless, the results of in situ measurements have shown that mature MCSs have substantial, quasi-horizontal charge layers that change relatively slowly and produce a mainly vertical electric field.
As an initial step, our goal is to construct a distribution of electric sources that can provide an electric field inside the modeled MCS that is consistent with experimental profiles. In other words, we should solve an inverse electrodynamical problem based on the results of balloon soundings of the electric field within MCSs. The mechanism of the charge separation process is not important in the model. We present a rather complicated electric structure of MCS by introducing a system of layers of vertical external currents independent of any particular charge separation process. (The term 'external current' represents an effective current flow without describing the actual physical current or its means of generation. Most of the external currents described herein will be located inside an MCS.) These stationary external currents are embedded in the atmosphere, where conduction currents provide a continuity of the total current everywhere. The conductivity profile in the atmosphere is assumed to be exponential:
(1)
Here, σ 0 = 5 · 10 −14 S/m is the atmospheric conductivity at the Earth's surface, σ 1 = 10 −3 S/m is the constant conductivity of the ground, H = 6 · 10 3 m is the scale height of the atmospheric conductivity, z is the height above the surface.
First, we analyze in more detail the electric potential ϕ and the field E induced by a single horizontal layer of the external current. Let us consider a stationary distribution of the electric potential in a plane-layered media with conductivity profile of (1), in which the vertical external current
is embedded. Here, z − and z + are the heights of the bottom and top boundaries of the external current layer (0 < z − < z + ), j ex (r) is the magnitude of the external current density, and z 0 is the unit vector along the vertical axis z. Let us suppose that the electric field is potential: E = −∇ϕ, and represent the conduction current density as j = σE. In this case, using the continuity equation for the total current, one can obtain the following equation for the electric potential:
The boundary conditions for the above equation are following. First, the electric potential should be undisturbed at large distances:
Second, the electric potential and the vertical component of the total (conduction and external) current density should be continuous at the Earth's surface z = 0 and at the boundaries of the external current layer z = z − ; z + . Continuity of the vertical component of the current density corresponds to the absence of surface currents and charge accumulation at the boundaries. Since divj ex (r, z) = 0 everywhere except the boundaries of the external current layer z = z − ; z + , it is necessary first to search for a general solution of the equation
It is convenient to present a solution of the equation (4) as ϕ = F(z)G 1 (x)G 2 (y), where x and y are Cartesian coordinates on the surface plane. Substituting this form of the solution in the equation (4), separating the variables, and taking into account the boundary conditions, one can obtain exact analytical solutions for the electric potential and current density induced by an arbitrary external current j ex (x, y).
MODELING THE MCS ELECTRIC STRUCTURE
In this work, to estimate the contribution of an entire MCS to the global circuit and to compare the electric field caused by different MCS regions, we consider the model of the MCS including stratiform precipitation region and convective region. The results of numerous balloon soundings indicate that different regions of an MCS have a common, basic electrical structure. Some typical vertical profiles of the electric field within the stratiform precipitation and the convective updraft regions are presented in Figs.1a and 2a , respectively. In this paper, we estimate the electric field and current density in the vicinity of an MCS based on these generalized results, taking into account mainly the multi-layer structure of the regions and their lateral extent.
Since the distribution of the electric field inside the overall MCS is not exactly known, we represent any region of the MCS as a set of layers of the external current. For simplicity, we assume that all these currents have Gaussian distribution over the horizontal plane. Within the framework of the proposed approach, modeling the MCS electric structure is reduced to determination of the location and magnitude of the layers of external current, providing the best fit to the experimental electric field profiles.
To fit generally the typical profile of vertical component E z of the electric field inside the stratiform region of MCS (see Fig.1a ), the following multi-layer distribution of vertical external current was constructed: A/m 2 ; r = x 2 + y 2 . The lateral scale of the model stratiform precipitation region is equal to a s = 100 km. The model vertical profile of the electric field in the center of the external current layers is presented in Fig.1b .
We suppose that the distance r 0 between the centers of the stratiform and convective regions is about 100 km. It seems reasonable to assume that charge separation processes corresponding to external currents (5) are ineffective within the convective region. This can be taken into account by introducing the countervailing currents with the characteristic lateral scale a c = 7 km of the model convective region. Based on the typical profile E z (z) measured inside the convective updraft region and presented in Fig.2a , we can similarly retrieve the current sources inside that region of MCS: 
where j Fig.2b .
Thus, embedding the above current sources in the atmosphere with conductivity profile (1) and applying the method described in the previous chapter to each layer of the external current, one can obtain the distributions of electric potential, field, and current density in the entire MCS and in its close vicinity.
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The distribution of the electric potential ϕ in the vicinity of the MCS is presented in Fig.3 . The figure plane passes through the centers of stratiform and convective regions of the MCS. The distribution manifests a number of specific features as compared to the 'ordinary' single thunderstorm. One of the most obvious peculiarities is the significant lateral scale of the potential distribution, exceeding the height of the atmosphere. It should be also noticed that the potential (and, correspondingly, the vertical electric field) over the stratiform region is significantly disturbed at the heights up to about 25 km. Another specific feature of the distribution concerns the local nature of the disturbance of the electric potential associated with the external currents in the convective region. Despite the fact that the magnitude of the potential inside the convective region amounts to about −210 MV and usually exceeds the potential within the stratiform precipitation region, the volume influenced by the convective region is much smaller than the volume influenced by the stratiform region. This finding is a direct result of the small lateral extent of the convective region and the small scale height H of atmospheric conductivity, both of which are 'small' compared to the lateral extent of the stratiform region. Respectively, the major part of the electric energy of an MCS is stored in the stratiform precipitation region, and in our case is about -170 -190 -210 , MV j Figure 3 The above calculations lead to several remarkable conclusions. First, depending on the polarity, magnitude, and thickness of the layers of external current, MCS can either serve as a generator or a discharger in the global circuit. Second, the main contribution to the total upward current of the MCS is dominated by the stratiform precipitation region. It is also seen that, firstly, the net upward current from the MCS is much greater than the upward current associated with 'regular' thunderstorms, which is commonly believed to be about 1 A. Secondly, this current is negative, i.e., it flows downward, and the considered MCS discharges the global circuit.
CONCLUSIONS
Here, we elaborated a model of the electric environment of a mesoscale convective system taking into account the multi-layer structure and appropriate horizontal scales of the MCS regions. The calculations of the proposed model clearly reveal the peculiarities of the MCS electric environment as compared to an isolated thunderstorm, which are associated mainly with the difference of their lateral scales. The relatively large horizontal scale ensures a more effective coupling of the MCS to the ionosphere (as well as its close association with the occurrence of sprites). The elaborated model determines the electric field and current inside and in the vicinity of a stationary MCS as well as the net vertical current above the thunderclouds, which is an important measure of its contribution to the global circuit. It has been found that a MCS can serve either as an effective generator in the global circuit or as a discharger of it depending on the polarity, magnitude and thickness of the layers of external current.
